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ABSTRACT

Deep convective storms produce raindrops through three mechanisms: condensation and coalescence

growth of cloud liquid droplets (i.e., warm processes), melting of ice hydrometeors, and shedding from wet

hailstones. To investigate the relative importance of these mechanisms and their contributions to exotic drop

size distributions (DSDs) observed near the surface in supercell storms, an idealized simulation of a supercell

is performed using a modified version of the Morrison two-moment microphysics scheme. The modified

scheme includes separate categories for warm, shed, and melted rain.

Rain originating frommelting ice dominates the rain mass at low levels, especially along the right forward-

flank precipitation shield, whereas shed-rain drops dominate a regionwithin the left forward flank.Warm rain

is only dominant in the upshear portion of the rear flank of the storm at low levels, though it dominates the

total rain mass within the main updraft aloft. The warm-rain mass at low levels is associated with strong low-

level downdrafts, consistent with previously published hypotheses based on polarimetric radar observations.

Raindrops produced via warm processes are smaller on average than those produced by shedding andmelting;

drops in the latter class tend to be the largest.

Overall, the simulations fail to reproduce the diverse nature of observed supercell DSDs, although the

modified microphysics scheme does increase the variability of surface DSDs compared to the Control run.

This implies that more sophisticated treatment of rain microphysics is needed to capture the natural vari-

ability of supercell DSDs, including the ability to evolve the DSD spectral shape through sedimentation and

collisional processes.

1. Introduction

Recent research has demonstrated that the thermo-

dynamic properties of supercell rear-flank downdraft

(RFD) air contribute to whether or not a storm

produces a tornado (e.g., Markowski et al. 2002, 2003;

Grzych et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2011, 2012). Precipitation

processes are a large driver of these RFD thermody-

namic properties because melting of hail and graupel,

evaporation of rain, and precipitation particles im-

parting drag on the air contribute to negative buoyancy

and thus to downdrafts. Therefore, the precipitation

properties of supercell RFDs and hook echoes have

been of interest (e.g., Kumjian 2011; French et al.

2014, 2015).

Polarimetric radar observations of supercells and

RFDs in particular have revealed ‘‘exotic’’ particle size

distributions at low levels (e.g., Kumjian 2011),

including a preponderance of large raindrops along the

forward flank and a large gradient in median drop sizes

across the hook echo andRFD regions. The rear portion

of hook echoes (and sometimes wrapping around the
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south side of the low-level circulation) is often charac-

terized by drop size distributions (DSDs) heavily

skewed toward smaller drops with concentrations that

are much larger than is typical of convective rain in

Oklahoma (Kumjian 2011). It was hypothesized that

warm-rain processes lead to the generation of these

small drops, which are then transported toward the

surface by dynamically driven downdrafts. This type of

mechanism would lead to a link between RFD surges

and microphysical properties of the RFD. More re-

cently, high-resolution polarimetric radar observations

by French et al. (2015) generally support these findings

and add to a small but growing dataset of observations

suggesting microphysical differences between the hook

echoes of tornadic and nontornadic storms (e.g.,

Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008a). In particular, French

et al. (2015) found that observations of small drops were

more frequent in tornadic hook echoes than in non-

tornadic hook echoes and in environments character-

ized by higher surface relative humidity and lower

environmental lifting condensation levels (LCLs).

Although only limited data are available from surface

disdrometers in supercells, the measurements are in

good agreement with inferencesmade from polarimetric

radar data (e.g., Schuur et al. 2001; Dawson and Romine

2010). Schuur et al. (2001) found a sparse population of

very large raindrops along the forward flank in a su-

percell, followed by a very large concentration of small

drops (more numerous than in any other storm type they

investigated) in the rear portion of the supercell and/or

RFD. Dawson and Romine (2010) also found a gradient

in mean drop size across the hook echo, with large drops

located along the leading edge and smaller drops in the

rear portion.

In convective storms, raindrops form via three

mechanisms: (i) autoconversion of cloud droplets into

rain, or what we will call ‘‘warm-rain’’ generation;

(ii) melting of ice particles such as snow, graupel, and hail;

and (iii) shedding of excess water off hailstones that are

melting or undergoing wet growth in updrafts. Rain that

reaches the surface may originate from any combination

of these processes. However, the different mechanisms

tend to produce different DSDs; for example, shed

drops tend to be smaller in size (;1 mm) with a narrow

distribution (e.g., Rasmussen et al. 1984; Rasmussen and

Heymsfield 1987), whereas melting of small hailstones

can contribute to very large (up to ;8 mm) raindrops

(e.g., Rasmussen et al. 1984; Ryzhkov et al. 2013). Thus,

the different rain generation mechanisms can produce

very different DSDs, which may be sorted and advected

to various portions of the storm by the complex three-

dimensional airflow patterns typical of supercells, re-

sulting in exotic surface DSDs, or those deviating

significantly from what is expected in continental con-

vective storms (Kumjian 2011).

Such exotic surface DSDs cannot be simulated with

most existing bulk microphysical schemes because rain

is typically treated as a single hydrometeor class with a

particle size distribution (PSD) shape prescribed a pri-

ori. (This shape is usually an exponential or gamma-type

distribution.) This places a rigid constraint on the pos-

sible DSD shapes attainable in simulated storms. An

additional prognostic moment is required to allow the

PSD shape to evolve. Recently, use of such three-

moment schemes has been gaining popularity. For ex-

ample, the three-moment scheme of Milbrandt and Yau

(2005b) predicts the spectral shape parameter, allowing

DSDs to broaden or narrow under the influence of mi-

crophysical processes, especially for sedimentation.

Other examples include studies by Dawson et al. (2014),

Loftus et al. (2014) for hail, andVanDenBroeke (2014).

Still, however, a functional form of the DSD is

prescribed a priori; therefore, simulating unusual DSDs

comprising raindrops originating by different mecha-

nisms is not possible. An exception is the recent micro-

physics scheme developed by Prof. J. Straka (2012,

personal communication), which was used in the study

of Van Den Broeke and Straka (2010) and Van Den

Broeke (2014), and is a first step in treating rain DSDs

in a more sophisticated manner in bulk parameteriza-

tions. This scheme uses three different rain classes to

reflect the varied mechanisms that produce rain in deep

convective storms, as well as two additional liquid hy-

drometeor categories (cloud droplets and drizzle). We

adopt a similar technique in the present study in an ef-

fort to explore the source of rain in different regions of

an idealized supercell and how these different sources

contribute to the total combined DSD near the surface.

The details of the numerical model and themicrophysics

scheme are provided in the next section. Section 3

compares the standard idealized supercell simulation

setup to the simulation with modified microphysics.

Section 4 presents an analysis of the results of the sim-

ulation using the modified microphysics scheme, with a

discussion in section 5 and conclusions given in section 6.

2. Model

a. Microphysics scheme

The baseline simulation in this study uses the two-

moment Morrison microphysics scheme (Morrison et al.

2005, 2009; Morrison and Milbrandt 2011, hereafter

‘‘Control’’), which predicts the mass and number mixing

ratios of cloud droplets, raindrops, cloud ice, snow, and a

rimed ice category. For this study, the denser option is
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selected for the rimed ice, with the particle density equal

to 900 kgm23 and fall speeds comparable to those of

hail. Details of the process rate calculations and source

and sink terms for each of the hydrometeor species can

be found in Morrison et al. (2005) and Morrison

et al. (2009).

TheMorrisonmicrophysics scheme has beenmodified

(herein ‘‘RainClass’’) such that it now has three cate-

gories of rain representing the different mechanisms by

which raindrops are produced: warm rain, shed rain, and

melted rain. Each rain class is fully two moment in that

the mass and number mixing ratios are prognosed. The

original formulations for sedimentation, advection, and

diffusion are identical to those described in Morrison

et al. (2009), and are applied to each rain class. Con-

servation equations for the mass (q) and number (NT)

mixing ratios are given as follows:

›q

›t
52v � $q1 1

rair

›(rairVqxq)

›z
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1

�
›NT

›t

�
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, (2)

where the first three terms on the right-hand side are

advection by the three-dimensional wind vector v, sed-

imentation (with mass- and number-weighted fall

speedsVqx andVNx, respectively, andwhere rair is the air

density), and diffusion. The time rate of change of the

mixing ratios due to various microphysical processes are

grouped into the final term. The schematic in Fig. 1 il-

lustrates important microphysical processes affecting

the rain classes and how mass is distributed from one

class to another. The main source terms for warm-rain

mass are autoconversion of cloud liquid droplets and

accretion of cloud droplets by warm-rain drops. Warm-

rain mass is lost to water vapor by evaporation and lost

to snow and hail via collection by those ice particles.

Additionally, collisions between warm-rain drops

and ice crystals can lead to mass lost to the snow or

hail categories, depending on the warm-rain mass

mixing ratio.

Melted rain originates from the melting of hail, snow,

and cloud ice. Additional mass is added to the category

by accretion of cloud liquid drops onto melted-rain

drops. Melted-rain mass is lost via evaporation to water

vapor, collection by hail and snow, and collisions with

ice crystals that lead to a transfer of the mass to hail or

snow. Shed rain is produced when hailstones collect rain

mass at temperatures .273.15K. This collected mass is

immediately shed as 1-mm-sized drops. Additional mass

is gained by accretion of cloud droplets onto shed-rain

drops. Similar to the other classes, shed-rain mass is lost

by evaporation, collection, and collisions with ice.

When any rain category is collected by hail at

temperatures .273.15K, the mass of this water is im-

mediately shed as 1-mm drops and placed in the ‘‘shed’’

drops category. Thus, melting hailstones can ‘‘process’’

other rain classes and transfer them to the shed category.

This is important because drops initially larger than

1mm that are collected by hailstones will be shed as

FIG. 1. Schematic illustrating the microphysical processes that affect the different rain

classes. Source terms for the rain classes are shown in color-coded solid arrows, whereas sinks

are shown as dashed gray arrows. See text for more details.
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smaller 1-mm-sized drops, fundamentally affecting the

resulting rain DSD and evaporation and sedimentation

rates. Shedding during wet growth at subfreezing tem-

peratures is neglected, as it is not a process included in

the Morrison microphysics scheme.

Aside from the typical uncertainties or caveats pres-

ent in the two-moment Morrison scheme, it is worth

mentioning that the different rain classes do not interact

with each other. Though each class may be collected by

snow and hail, and self-collection within a class is also

accounted for, there is no collection among different

rain classes. Effectively, this means that part of rain

collection is turned off. This is because there is no simple

solution to treating collisions between different rain

classes while still retaining the information about the

origin of the raindrops. Note, however, that rain mass is

still conserved, and collisions between different rain

classes would not change the proportion of total rain

mass originating from the different mechanisms, only

the number concentration. As we demonstrate below,

neglecting such interactions does not substantially alter

the behavior of the simulated storm.

b. Simulation design

An idealized supercell was simulated using both of the

aforementioned microphysical schemes in the Weather

Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model version 3.4.1

(Skamarock et al. 2008). The model domain encom-

passed 150km in both horizontal directions and 24km in

the vertical. The horizontal grid spacing was set to 200m,

while a slightly smaller grid spacing of approximately1

120m was used in the vertical (corresponding to 200

levels). Numerical simulations have suggested that grid

lengths on the order of 100–200m are necessary so that

traditional large-eddy simulation subgrid closures per-

form according to their design by resolving part of the

inertial subrange (e.g., Bryan et al. 2003; Bryan and

Morrison 2012). The model was integrated for 3h with a

dynamical time step of 1.5 s to ensure numerical stability.

Furthermore, a 5-km dampening layer was imposed at

the model top. Horizontal advection and vertical ad-

vection were computed using the fifth- and third-order

positive-definite advection schemes, respectively. The

boundaries were open in both the x and y directions; the

model top was a rigid lid. Radiation and surface fluxes

were neglected in this study. This is not to say they are

unimportant. In fact, Frame and Markowski (2013)

showed that radiative effects owing to anvil shadowing can

enhance low-level shear in anvil-shaded regions as vertical

mixing of momentum is shut off in their simulations.

Moreover, Schenkman et al. (2012, 2014) found that surface

friction played a significant role in tornadogenesis in their

high-resolution full-physics simulations. However, in order

to focus the analysis on only the partitioning of rain via its

formation mechanisms and to simplify the simulations,

these processes are neglected. This is in accord with the vast

majority of studies utilizing idealized supercell simulations.

The model was initialized with the Weisman and

Klemp (1982) sounding, which has a most unstable

convective available potential energy (MUCAPE) of

approximately 2700 J kg21. The shear profile follows the

idealized ‘‘quarter-circle hodograph’’ of Weisman and

Rotunno (2000) that comes standard in the WRF

package. To initiate convection, a thermal bubble was

applied at the surface with a horizontal radius of 10 km

and a vertical radius of 1.5 km. The maximum temper-

ature perturbation was 3K, decreasing following a co-

sine function outward from the center. This initialization

is similar to that used inMorrison andMilbrandt (2011).

3. Comparison with the Control run

Before exploring the rain physics in our idealized

supercell simulation, we must first ensure that the

modified microphysics scheme has not fundamentally

altered the simulated storm. Such a comparison of dif-

ferent storm attributes allows us to assess whether the

two simulated storms exhibit substantially different be-

havior and evolution. Figure 2 provides snapshots of the

reflectivity factor at horizontal polarization ZH field at

the lowest grid level every 30min from t 5 1–3h for the

Control and RainClass simulations. The general evolu-

tion of the dominant right- and left-moving supercells is

remarkably similar over the simulation time, whereas

some differences are noted in the smaller convective

cells forming between them. However, even after three

hours of simulation time, the dominant right-moving

supercell is in very nearly the same location and has a

similar structure in both the Control and RainClass

simulations. This indicates that the supercells are prop-

agating at very nearly the same speed and direction and

that the overall structure and evolution of the storms are

not appreciably different. Given the much larger dif-

ferences in simulated squall-line propagation speeds

owing to slight modifications to the raindrop breakup

scheme presented by Morrison et al. (2012), the similar

storm behavior in the Control and RainClass simula-

tions is a strong indication that the RainClass micro-

physics scheme modifications do not fundamentally

alter the bulk behavior of the storm.

1 The vertical grid was slightly stretched to provide higher res-

olution at low levels such that the minimum grid spacing is

;100 m and the maximum grid spacing at the top of the domain is

;200 m.
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FIG. 2. Evolution of the ZH field at the lowest model grid level (shaded according

to scale in dBz) for the (left) Control run and (right) RainClass simulation every

30min from t 5 60 to t 5 180min.
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To compare the simulations more quantitatively, we

construct frequency distributions of meteorological

quantities of interest from the Control and RainClass

runs (Fig. 3). The distributions were constructed for the

entire domain by counting grid boxes at each output

time (10min) falling within certain intervals of the var-

iable of interest (e.g., 0.5m s21 for velocities, 0.5 dBz for

reflectivity, etc.), and averaged over the last hour of

simulation time (t 5 2–3 h). Distributions of updraft

speeds (Fig. 3a) between the two simulations are

very similar. There is a slightly larger frequency of

35–50m s21 updrafts for the RainClass simulation,

whereas the Control run features slightly more

updrafts .55m s21. Downdraft speeds are qualitatively

similar (not shown). Likewise,ZH distributions (Fig. 3b)

are identical except for slightly more frequent occur-

rences of 60–65-dBz grid boxes in the Control run. The

horizontal wind speeds (Fig. 3c) show only subtle dif-

ferences, with an indication of slightly stronger west-

erlies in the Control run. The most extreme potential

temperature deficits are somewhat larger in the Control

run, though the distributions are virtually identical for

u0 . 2 78C (Fig. 3d). The rain mass mixing ratio distri-

butions are qualitatively similar (Fig. 3e). In the Rain-

Class simulation, the maximum values of warm-rain

mass mixing ratio are largest, followed by melted rain

FIG. 3. Comparison of frequency distributions of meteorological quantities of interest for the Control run (black)

and modified RainClass simulations (green): (a) updraft velocity, (b) simulated ZH , (c) horizontal (u and y) wind

speeds (solid and dashed, respectively), (d) potential temperature deficits at the lowest grid level, (e) rain mass

mixing ratios, and (f) hail mass mixing ratio. In (e), each of the rain classes are shown (warm rain in orange, melted

rain in purple, shed rain in blue, and total rain mass in black). The logarithm of frequency is shown on the ordinate

axes. The frequency distributions were calculated over the last hour of the simulation.
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and shed rain. Finally, the hail mass mixing ratio distri-

butions are nearly identical between the two simulations

up to approximately 0.02 kgkg21, above which there are

more frequent occurrences of large hail mass mixing

ratios for the Control run (Fig. 3e).

Becausemost of the differences in the two simulations

occur for extreme values, time series of extrema of the

same quantities are presented in Fig. 4. Both simulations

develop storms with persistent strong (;60m s21)

updrafts (Fig. 4a). Similarly, the domain maximum and

surface maximum ZH (Fig. 4b) are quite similar

throughout the 3-h simulation. Aside from the timing of

occasional wind speed surges, the maximummagnitudes

of both horizontal components of the surface wind

(Fig. 4c) exhibit similar patterns, including having larger

magnitudes in the north–south direction than in the

east–west direction. The minimum surface potential

temperature perturbation (Fig. 4d) remains within

FIG. 4. Time series comparing various quantities between the Control (black curves) and modified microphysics

simulations (colored lines). (a) Domain maximum updraft velocity w (m s21); (b) surface (solid) and domain

(dashed) maximum reflectivity factor ZH (dBz); (c) surface maximum wind speed magnitude of the u (solid) and

y (dashed) components; (d) surface minimum potential temperature perturbation u0 (8C); (e) domain maximum rain

mass mixing ratio qr (kg kg
21), with warm rain in orange, melted rain in purple, shed rain in blue, and black is the

Control run; and (f) domain maximum hail mass mixing ratio qh (kg kg21).
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approximately 18C between the simulations at all times.

Warm rain exhibits the largest domain maxima, just

under that of the Control run for most output times

(Fig. 4e). A noteworthy difference is the maximum hail

mass mixing ratio, which is slightly less in the RainClass

simulation than the Control run (Fig. 4f), particularly

after 1 h into the simulation.

Overall, the distribution and behavior of these

quantities throughout the duration of the simulations

are quantitatively similar, as is the appearance of the

evolution of the simulated ZH field. This result

strongly suggests that the simulated storms are quite

similar and that the modified microphysical scheme

did not substantially alter the behavior or evolution of

the simulated supercell. Other studies (e.g., Morrison

and Milbrandt 2011; Morrison et al. 2012) have dem-

onstrated far more significant structural or behavioral

changes in simulated convective storms when com-

paring different two-moment schemes, and even dif-

ferent parameter settings within the same scheme. Thus,

we argue that direct comparisons between our two

runs are warranted. Furthermore, the use of the

RainClass scheme does not fundamentally alter the

fact that the simulation still produces a supercell

storm; therefore, we can use the model as a tool to

investigate the rain microphysics in this simulated

supercell.

4. Analysis of rain partitioning results

To explore the relative importance of each class of

rain in various parts of the storm, we determine the class

with the dominant mass mixing ratio at each grid box.

An example from the lowest grid level at t 5 180min is

shown in Fig. 5. Much of the forward flank is dominated

by rain arising frommelting hail. However, the left flank

of the storm has a large area dominated by drops shed

from wet hailstones. The importance of shedding for

particles in the left flank of the supercell is in good ac-

cord with hail growth and trajectory calculations of

Miller et al. (1988) in their study of a northern plains

supercell. All three rain types are dominant in various

parts of the hook echo, including melted drops in the

inflow side, shed drops in the middle, and warm rain at

the back. The only place warm rain is dominant at low

levels is in the rear of the storm. The warm rain is gen-

erated in small-scale updrafts associated with a loosely

organized band of convergence that runs southeast to

northwest along the rear edge of theZH echo and slopes

toward the northeast with increasing height (Fig. 6).

FIG. 5. Mass dominant rain class at the lowest grid level at t5 180min. Purple shows melted

rain, blue is shed rain, and orange is warm rain. The ZH contours of 35, 45, and 55 dBz at the

lowest grid level are overlaid.
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Such a feature is also apparent in recent numerical

simulations by Beck and Weiss (2013), Markowski

and Richardson (2014), Markowski et al. (2014), and

A. Schenkman (2015, personal communication). Addi-

tionally, observational analyses by Kosiba et al. (2013)

and Y. Richardson (2015, personal communication)

have revealed convergence and/or small updrafts in the

rear of the Goshen County, Wyoming, supercell storm

during VORTEX2 (Wurman et al. 2012). This band of

convergence occurs between southerly and southwest-

erly momentum overrunning the rear-flank outflow and

northerly and northeasterly momentum from the

forward-flank outflow and is distinct from the main up-

draft region associated with the primary rear-flank gust

front, which is visible in Fig. 6a (running from about x5
100, y5 10km to about x5 108, y5 20km). Warm rain

is generated in these small-scale updrafts (most evident

in Fig. 6c). Many of these updrafts do not connect with

the main updraft, instead being confined to low and

midlevels. In fact, some of these updrafts and their as-

sociated warm-rain mixing ratio contours entirely dis-

appear from view above 4km AGL (Fig. 6d). In

contrast, the largest warm-rain mass mixing ratio values

below 0.5–1 km AGL are found within downdrafts

(Figs. 6a,b). This strongly suggests that the warm rain at

the lowest levels is generated in smaller-scale low-level

updrafts, whereupon it sediments and/or is transported

to the surface in low-level downdrafts. This structure is

consistent throughout the simulation and is in generally

good agreement with suggestions of Kumjian (2011).

The mass mixing ratio of warm rain at the lowest

model level is shown in Fig. 7. Note that appreciable

warm-rainmass (only grid points with.1.03 1025 gkg21

are shaded) is found only in the rear of the storm;

FIG. 6. Horizontal cross sections at four different heights from t 5 180min into the simulation: about (a) 500,

(b) 1050, (c) 2750, and (d) 4400mAGL. Updrafts and downdrafts are shaded according to the color scale. Overlaid

are the 0-dBz contours of ZH (black dashed lines), convergence (0.01 s21, contoured in green), and the 0.1 g kg21

mixing ratio of warm rain in gray.
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themajority of the rain in the rest of the storm comprises

melted and shed drops. Of note is the small area of en-

hanced warm-rain mixing ratio in the rear of the hook

echo, with maximum values near 1.7 g kg21. Warm rain

was found within a similar location of a simulated su-

percell by Van Den Broeke (2014), who used an ideal-

ized half-circle hodograph for the environmental wind

profile. Van Den Broeke (2014) ran several simulations

using differing thermodynamic profiles and found that

the maximum low-level warm-rain mass mixing ratio

(averaged over 70min) varied by up to 25%. However,

the qualitative structure of the warm-rain field remained

the same across the different simulations.

To explore the origin of warm rain in the rear of the

storm, selected three-dimensional isosurfaces are con-

structed. An example of one is shown in Fig. 8. This view

reveals turrets of warm-rain mass mixing ratio (the

0.6 g kg21 isosurface is shown) confined mainly to low

levels in the rear of the storm, consistent with the ex-

pected growth processes of warm rain. The notable ex-

ception is the vertically extensive region of warm-rain

mass associated with the storm’s main updraft. The only

region where this particular isosurface reaches the

ground is in the ‘‘bull’s-eye’’ of enhanced values seen in

Fig. 7. Also included in Fig. 8 are the downdraft

w 5 27ms21 isosurfaces (in gray). The only region in

the domain where the w isosurfaces approach the

ground is in the vicinity of the hook echo, where small-

scale dynamically forced downdrafts are expected (e.g.,

Klemp and Rotunno 1983; Markowski 2002, and

FIG. 7. Rain mass mixing ratio for warm rain (qrw) shaded ac-

cording to scale in g kg21 at t 5 180min into the simulation at the

lowest model level. Overlaid are ZH contours of 35, 45, and 55 dBz

at the lowest grid level.

FIG. 8. Three-dimensional downdraft (gray) and warm-rain (orange) isosurfaces of 7m s21 and 0.6 g kg21, re-

spectively, at t5 180min; the lowest grid-level contours ofZH (35, 45, and 55 dBz) are underlaid. The arrows point

out small-scale downdrafts near the hook echo.
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references therein). Indeed, the shaft of enhanced

warm-rain mass mixing ratio is collocated with one of

these enhanced downdrafts, seemingly consistent with

the hypothesis put forth in Kumjian (2011).

A vertical cross section (Fig. 9) is taken through the

hook echo, main updraft, and inflow edge of the forward

flank, as indicated by the gray dashed line in Fig. 7. The

ZH structure in Fig. 9a displays a prominent bounded

weak echo region (BWER) extending to more than

10 km above the surface. Warm-rain mass is found not

only in the hook echo at low levels but also aloft in the

main updraft (Fig. 9b). In fact, the largest shed-rainmass

mixing ratios (hereafter qrw) are aloft, where vigorous

updrafts lead to strong adiabatic cooling and large

condensation rates. This also explains why the domain-

maximum qrw is the largest of the three classes in Fig. 4.

In contrast, the shed- andmelted-rainmassmixing ratios

reach heights of only ;5 km (Figs. 9c,d), reflecting

the fact that shedding and melting only occur at

temperatures .08C. For these simulations, the envi-

ronmental 08C level is at ;3:7 km AGL, though within

the storm the 08C level ranges from about 3.3 to 4.8 km

AGL. The vertical extent of shed and melted rain above

3.7 km thus indicates a local upward perturbation of the

08C level by the updraft. The shed- and melted-rain

maxima are found on the front side of the hook echo, at

the periphery of the BWER. The qrm and qrs regions are

heavily overlapped, though the qrm maximum occurs

above and to the right (front side of the hook echo and

closer to the BWER) of the qrs maximum. This ar-

rangement makes sense because only after sufficient

liquid water is present from melting or collection of

warm or melted rain can hailstones shed this mass. A

secondary area of qrm is found at low levels within the

highest ZH in the forward flank, indicative of mass

produced by melting ice particles. Because of the loca-

tion of the cross section relative to the storm’s forward

flank (cf. Fig. 7), these qrm values are quite small.

FIG. 9. Vertical cross sections through the supercell at t5 3 h into the simulation, along y5 24 km. (a) Simulated

ZH (dBz), (b) warm-rain mass mixing ratio qrw (g kg21), (c) shed-rain mass mixing ratio qrs (g kg21), and

(d) melted-rain mass mixing ratio qrm (g kg21). In each panel, 35-, 45-, and 55-dBz contours of ZH are overlaid. In

(b)–(d), the ZH contours are thin black, thick gray, and thick black for 35, 45, and 55 dBz, respectively.
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The mean–mass diameter of raindrops (Dmr) com-

bines both prognostic moments to provide a character-

istic drop size of a given simulated DSD. Normalized

frequency distributions of Dmr averaged over the last

hour of the simulation for the Control and RainClass

simulations at the lowest grid level are shown in Fig. 10.

The warm-rain category is characterized by the smallest

average drop size (average mean–mass diameter of

warm-rain drops Dmrw 5 1:05mm), exhibiting a much

larger relative proportion of small (,1mm) Dmr rain

than the other categories. Warm rain also has a lower

frequency of Dmr values .1.0mm than the other cate-

gories. In contrast, melted-rain drops have the largest

average mean–mass diameter (Dmrm 5 1:52mm), fea-

turing proportionally less Dmr values ,1.0mm than

warm and shed rain and a much higher relative fre-

quency of Dmr . 1:0 mm than the other categories.

Shed-rain drops have an intermediate averageDmr value

(Dmrs 5 1:22 mm), exhibiting a bimodal frequency dis-

tribution with peaks near Dmr 5 1:10 and 0.35mm. In

comparison, the normalized frequency distribution for

the Control run generally follows that of melted rain,

especially forDmr . 1:0 mm. This is not surprising given

that melted-rainmass dominates the total rainmass field

at low levels in our simulation. The average Dmr for the

Control run is 1.42mm.

All categories have an abrupt increase in frequency

for Dmr ; 5:1 mm. This is representative of the largest

Dmr allowed in the Morrison microphysics scheme; it is

assumed implicitly that drop breakup does not allow

larger Dmr. Such large mean–mass drop sizes occur as a

result of size sorting. In multimoment bulk microphysics

schemes, size sorting is emulated by having different fall

speeds for each prognosedmoment. In the case of a two-

moment scheme like the one used in this study, themass-

weighted fall speed exceeds the number-weighted fall

speed, allowing the mass mixing ratio field to sediment

faster and thus be less affected by the storm-relative flow

than the number mixing ratio field. Excessive size sort-

ing occurs in two-moment schemes with a fixed expo-

nential size distribution shape, like the model used here.

Left unchecked, such overaggressive size sorting can

lead to unrealistically large drop sizes (e.g., Wacker and

Seifert 2001; Milbrandt and Yau 2005a; Milbrandt and

McTaggart-Cowan 2010; Dawson et al. 2010; Mansell

2010; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2012; Dawson et al. 2014).

Thus, the scheme treats breakup explicitly by modifying

the collection efficiency for rain self-collection and im-

plicitly by providing a lower limit on slope parameter to

prevent such overaggressive size sorting.

The mean–mass diameter of raindrops at the lowest

grid level for each of the three rain classes is shown in

FIG. 10. Normalized frequency distribution of the mean–mass diameter (Dmr) of raindrops

for the Control run (black) and the modified microphysics rain classes: warm rain (orange),

melted rain (purple), and shed rain (blue). The meanDmr for each category is indicated by the

colored markers on the abscissa. The frequency distributions were averaged over the last hour

of the simulation at the lowest grid level.
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Fig. 11 at t 5 3h into the simulation. A characteristic

Dmr gradient is observed in each rain category, with

values .5mm (i.e., the maximum value allowed) at the

upstream or front of each rain mass field. This charac-

teristic originates primarily because the precipitation

encounters nonzero storm-relative flow over a layer as it

descends (Fig. 11d) and thus undergoes size sorting,

which leads to larger drop sizes at the upstream (in a

storm-relative sense) edge of the precipitation shaft,

whereas the smaller drops are advected farther down-

stream (e.g., see Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2012; Dawson

et al. 2014, among others). This sorting effect leads to

positively skewed raindrop size distributions. The effect

of such size sorting is routinely observed in supercells

using polarimetric radar measurements because the

differential reflectivity ZDR is related to the mean

raindrop size. The so-called ZDR arc (e.g., Kumjian and

Ryzhkov 2008b, 2009; Dawson et al. 2014) signature

along the inflow edge of the forward flank is routinely

observed in supercells and is thought to be a manifes-

tation of this process, leading to a sparse population of

large raindrops.

The alignment of the ZDR or Dmr gradient provides

information about the average storm-relative winds in

the overlying layer in which size sorting occurs

(Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2009; Dawson et al. 2014,

FIG. 11. Mean–mass diameter (mm, shaded according to scale) for each raindrop class at t 5 140min into the

Control simulation. (a) Warm rain (Dmrw), (b) shed rain (Dmrs), and (c) melted rain (Dmrm). Overlaid are ZH con-

tours of 35, 45, and 55 dBz. (d) Hodograph for the simulation, with different layers marked by different colored lines

(black for 0–1 km, blue for 1–3 km, red for 3–6 km, and magenta for .6 km). Also annotated is the estimated storm

motion (green asterisk). The solid gray line shows the storm-relative flow at the lowest grid level. The dotted colored

lines show the approximate top of the size-sorting layer for each of the rain categories (orange for warm, cyan for

shed, and purple for melt). See text for details.
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2015). Thus, the different directions of theDmr gradient

for each of the rain classes indicate that the resulting

rain distribution is affected by size sorting in layers of

differing depths. The northeast–southwest-oriented

Dmr gradient for warm rain in the main supercell’s rear

flank (Fig. 11a) suggests that the dominant size sorting

occurs in the layer where the average storm-relative

winds are northeasterly. For the idealized environ-

mental hodograph used in these simulations (Fig. 11d),

only easterly storm-relative winds are found at low

levels. However, the actual storm-relative winds in the

RFD have a much larger northerly component

(,220m s21, not shown) than in the ambient envi-

ronment, which serves to rotate the direction of the

mean storm-relative winds at low levels such that it

better aligns with the observed Dmr gradient. Ac-

counting for this enhanced northerly flow in the RFD,

the apparent size sorting layer is in the lowest 1 km

AGL, which reinforces the notion that the warm rain

along the rear flank of the supercell is generated at low

levels. In contrast, the more east–west orientation of

the Dmrs gradient (Fig. 11b) implies that size sorting

occurs within a layer with its top at 3 km AGL

(Fig. 11d). Finally, the southeast–northwest Dmrm gra-

dient (Fig. 11c) suggests the presence of size sorting in

an even deeper layer, implying that the size sorting

most important for the low-level distribution of rain-

drop sizes occurs aloft (i.e., when these hydrometeors

are still hail), which is consistent with the findings of

Dawson et al. (2014). These layers are annotated on the

hodograph in Fig. 11d.

To facilitate comparison between radar observations

and the simulated DSDs within the hook echo, we

compute ZH and ZDR of rain-only points within the

hook echo of the mature right-moving supercell at t 5
3 h into the simulation. These points are compared to the

‘‘expected’’ ZH–ZDR relation found for rain in Okla-

homa by Cao et al. (2008). This method of comparison

is a simple way to explore and quantify how unusual a

DSD is for a given ZH , at least compared to continental

deep convective storms (e.g., Kumjian 2011; French

et al. 2015). Simulated DSDs were determined from

the predicted mass and number mixing ratios. T-matrix

calculations (e.g., Mishchenko 2000) were performed to

obtain the scattering amplitudes of raindrops from 0.05

to 8.0mm in equivalent volume diameter at S band at a

temperature of 208C [for details, see Kumjian and

Ryzhkov (2012)]. Figure 12a shows the results from the

Control run. A slightly positive bias inZDR compared to

the Cao et al. (2008) relation for Oklahoma rain (over-

laid green curve) is noted for rain ZH , 40 dBz. For the

highest ZH , the points fall slightly below the expected

relation, indicating somewhat smaller mean drop sizes

than typically encountered in Oklahoma rain events.

This findingmay indicate insufficient generation of large

drops via melting of hail (e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2013) or

overaggressive breakup of large drops (e.g., Kumjian

and Prat 2014). Also of note is the lack of scatter present

in these hook echo points, indicating little variability of

the low-level DSDs.

FIG. 12. Scatterplot of simulated ZH vs ZDR in rain (black dots)

for (a) the Control run and (b) the modified RainClass run. Also in

(b) are ZH and ZDR for each rain category in the colored markers:

purple for melted rain, blue for shed rain, and orange for warm

rain. Data are selected from the hook echo of the right-moving

supercell at t5 180min into the simulation. Overlaid on the plot is

the expected relationship between ZH and ZDR derived from

DSDs measured in Oklahoma by Cao et al. (2008) (green curve).
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The ZH–ZDR scatterplot for the modified RainClass

simulation is shown in Fig. 12b. The pattern is quite

similar to the Control run; however, a few important

differences are apparent. First, there is somewhat larger

scatter, indicative of more diversity in the hook echo

DSDs. When we separate the rain classes, a separation

of the warm-rain points is seen for ZH . 30 dBz. These

points indicate much larger ZDR (and thus much larger

mean drop sizes) than expected for typical Oklahoma

rain, which is consistent with positively skewed DSDs

resulting from size sorting. Indeed, the fingerprint of size

sorting of warm rain is observed within the hook echo

and the supercell’s rear flank (cf. Fig. 11a). This local-

ized effect is distinct from the warm rain throughout the

rest of the domain, which tends to exhibit smaller mean–

mass sizes (cf. Fig. 10).

Of note is the lack of points substantially below the

expected line, or points associated with DSDs heavily

skewed toward small drops. As noted in the in-

troduction, these types of DSDs have been observed in

supercell hook echoes. One possible reason for this

finding is that the model is unable to simulate these

small-drop DSDs because of the way size sorting is

handled in a two-moment scheme with a fixed spectral

shape parameter (in this case, the shape parameter is

such that the DSD shape is exponential). Size sorting

causes the simulated DSD slope and intercept parame-

ter to decrease. In the case of an exponential DSD, the

decrease in these parameters can lead to substantial

concentrations of large drops, which strongly affect the

simulated radar variables. Such DSDs with small slope

parameter lead to large sensitivities in the calculations

of the radar variables, in which a maximum raindrop

diameter must be specified for the integration. To

demonstrate this point, the ZH–ZDR scatterplot of

Fig. 12b is reproduced; however, this time, themaximum

diameter of raindrops2 defining the integral over the

distribution for warm rain is set to 4mm (Fig. 13). The

warm-rain points now fall substantially below the ex-

pected curve, more consistent with the observations.

There is a physical rationale for the reducedDmax of the

warm-rain drops as well: these drops originate in low-

level updrafts via warm-rain processes and have in-

sufficient time to grow by coalescence to larger sizes;

therefore, drops as large as 8mm are not expected to

originate by this mechanism. Because the mean–mass

drop size for shed and melted drops (Dmrs and Dmrm) is

small throughout the hook echo, the impact of the

maximum drop size in the ZDR computations is not as

large for these rain categories. This exercise reveals that

comparisons of model output with observations require

careful consideration of the limitations of the

microphysics scheme.

The simulated DSDs across the hook echo at 3 h into

the simulation are illustrated in Fig. 14. At both edges

of the hook echo, the number of larger drops tapers off

rapidly, which is also revealed in the tapering of the

mass-weighted mean diameter D4/3 (defined as the ra-

tio of the fourth and third moments of the DSD) curve

superimposed on Fig. 14. Other times (not shown) have

similar DSD structures. Thus, the characteristic radar-

and disdrometer-based observation of larger drops on

the forward edge of the hook echo is not reproduced by

this two-moment scheme. Furthermore, there is rela-

tively little variability throughout the bulk of the wide

hook, with ZH , D4/3, and the overall DSD shape

changing very little. There is a noticeable maximum in

D4/3 at the rear edge of the hook. The DSDs from this

portion of the hook are presented in more detail in

Fig. 15, which shows the combined rain DSD as well as

the DSDs of each rain class within the hook echo at 3 h

into the simulation. The total DSD features a prom-

inent ‘‘kink’’ in the total rain DSD at this point, which

is indicative of contributions from multiple rain classes

with different characteristic DSDs. Figure 15 indicates

that shed and melted rain have similar DSDs with

predominantly smaller drops, whereas the warm-

rain DSD slope parameter decreases, contributing

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12b, but with Dmax 5 4 mm for warm rain.

2 Incomplete gamma functions were used in the calculations

because we assume a maximum raindrop size. Doing so introduces

an inconsistency in the simulated DSDs compared to those used in

process calculations in the microphysical code (where complete

gamma functions were used). The example here is simply for il-

lustrative purposes.
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substantially to the drops .2mm in diameter. The re-

sulting total DSD is similar to a gamma distribution

with a negative shape parameter or a biexponential

distribution in appearance, which can arise owing to a

mixture of two different hydrometeor populations (e.g.,

Ryzhkov et al. 2013).

Certain microphysical processes that shift warm-rain

mass to larger sizes (e.g., self-collection and size sort-

ing) lead to a reduction in the slope and intercept pa-

rameters of the warm-rain DSD, causing an artificial

increase in the number of big drops. This finding

suggests a disadvantage of using a fixed spectral shape

parameter for two-moment schemes. Additionally, if

the maximum drop size for warm rain were limited, the

DSD would look substantially different; namely, a

larger population of small drops owing to increased

intercept and slope parameters. This underscores the

necessity of limiting maximum drop size via treatment of

breakup or other means of controlling excessive size

sorting. Use of a prognosed third moment largely miti-

gates this problem by allowing the DSD to narrow during

sedimentation and size sorting, eliminating the excessive

large-drop end of the spectrum (e.g., Wacker and Seifert

2001; Milbrandt and Yau 2005a, among others).

5. Discussion

A caveat of the modified RainClass microphysics

scheme is that collection between different rain cate-

gories is not accounted for. The self-collection of the jth

category of raindrops depends on both the mass and

number mixing ratios (qrj and NTj, respectively), fol-

lowing Seifert and Beheng (2001):

›NT

›t

����
coll

525:78NTj3 qrj 3 rair3Ecr , (3)

where rair is the air density,Ecr is the collection efficiency

between drops, and (›NT /›t)jcoll is the time rate of change

of raindrop number mixing ratio due to self-collection.

As mentioned in section 2a, the RainClass scheme ac-

counts for self-collection of raindrops within each class,

but not between classes. To investigate the potential

impacts of neglecting part of rain coalescence, we can

consider rain collection among two different classes as

FIG. 14. Simulated surface DSDs (color shading) along a west–east track through the hook

echo at t5 180min and at y5 23.4 km (this is 0.6 km south of the line annotated in Fig. 7). The

abscissa has the distance in the x direction, whereas the ordinate for the color shading is the

drop size bin. The color scale refers to the base-10 logarithm of the raindrop number density

N(D) per size bin. Overlaid are the traces of mass-weighted mean diameterD4/3 (red) and the

totalZH computed from all hydrometeor categories (dotted magenta, reduced by a factor of 10

to fit on the plot).
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›NT

›t

����
coll

525:783 (NT1qr1 1NT2qr21NT1qr21NT2qr1)

3 rair 3Ecr .

(4)

Thus, there are extra ‘‘cross terms’’ (NT1qr2 and

NT2qr1) in the collection equation that are not ac-

counted for in the RainClass scheme. Some of these

cross terms are insignificant compared to the ‘‘co-

terms’’. For example, the domain-average warm-rain

co-term qrwNTw at t 5 3 h into the simulation is 6.454,

whereas the averages of the cross terms qrwNTm and

qrwNTs are 0.0257 and 0.0791, respectively (the median

of the co-term qrwNTw is also an order of magnitude

larger than the cross terms). However, some of the

cross terms are of the same order of magnitude:

domain-averaged qrsNTm 5 0:3408 and qrmNTs 5 0:3621

compared to the domain-averaged shed-rain co-term

qrsNTs 5 0:5432. Unlike the other cross terms, qrsNTm

and qrmNTs occur with nearly the same frequency in the

domain as the co-terms, which indicates substantial

overlap between the melted and shed rain. Because of

this overlap, neglecting the cross collection of these

categories in some cases could lead to small errors in

the total number of raindrops at these grid boxes (re-

call that the masses of each class are not directly af-

fected by collection). The sign of the error depends on

the mean drop size of the two categories undergoing

collision. If the mean size of the two categories is near

the equilibrium value for breakup and coalescence,

then the ‘‘extra’’ collisions from the cross terms will not

matter because they produce new drops by breakup. If

the Dmr is larger than the equilibrium value, then ne-

glecting the cross terms would lead to an over-

prediction of themean drop size; the opposite would be

true for Dmr less than the equilibrium value. The dis-

tribution of the overlapping points indicates that the

majority occur when shed and melted rain have similar

mean–mass diameters (not shown), in which errors are

expected to be insignificant.

The aforementioned issues may affect evaporation

and sedimentation rates (e.g., Dawson et al. 2010).

However, we argue that these potential sources of error

are relatively minor given the strong similarity of the

cold pool and other storm characteristics between the

Control and RainClass simulations. We also note that

given the somewhat ‘‘arbitrary parameter settings’’ for

raindrop collisional processes in two-moment schemes

(Morrison et al. 2012), neglecting some of the rain co-

alescence and breakup should not introduce over-

whelming uncertainties into our results.

Separation of rain classes based on the mechanism of

their formation makes sense from a physical stand-

point. Although the physical properties of raindrops

(e.g., density and fall speeds) do not change among the

different classes, the distribution of raindrop sizes

arising from the different formation mechanisms can

be dramatically different. Partitioning the classes al-

lows for more variability in the overall rain DSD, or at

least more than is possible using a single distribution

function. On the other hand, such a partitioning for

different ice species, at least from a physical stand-

point, makes less sense. Typically, each class (e.g.,

cloud ice, snow, and graupel/hail) is prescribed vastly

different physical properties, including fall speed, in

order to capture the wide variability of ice particle

properties. Having separate classes for ice hydrome-

teors thus requires the use of various thresholds for

conversion from one class to another, whereas in na-

ture, these ice particles evolve within a continuous

spectrum. Often, these prescribed thresholds are ‘‘ar-

bitrary’’ and not necessarily based on physics

(Morrison and Milbrandt 2015). A new paradigm is

emerging in which the physical properties themselves

are predicted for a single hydrometeor class, allowing

for more natural changes in particle characteristics

(e.g., Hashino and Tripoli 2007; Harrington et al. 2013;

Morrison andMilbrandt 2015). This approach is rooted

in a physical basis and has the added benefit of being

easier to validate with remote sensing or in situ

observations, including dual-polarization radar

observations.

FIG. 15. Simulated surface DSDs at t5 180min for x5 101.0 and

y 5 23.4 km. The total combined rain DSD is shown by the thick

black curve, whereas the DSDs from each of the three rain classes

are shown in thin colored curves (orange for warm rain, blue for

shed rain, and purple for melted rain).
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6. Summary

The Morrison microphysics scheme is modified to

have three rain categories that are based on the mech-

anism of their origin (warm-rain processes, melting of

ice, and shed from melting hailstones), following a

similar technique employed by Van Den Broeke and

Straka (2010) and Van Den Broeke (2014). Using this

modified two-moment microphysics scheme, we have

explored the generation sources of raindrops in an ide-

alized supercell storm. Rain originating frommelting ice

dominates the precipitation field at low levels, especially

along the right (relative to the storm motion vector)

portion of the forward flank and far downstream of

the updraft. In addition, rain from melting ice serves as

the source of large drops along the inflow edge of the

forward-flank precipitation echo, known as the ZDR arc

from polarimetric radar observations. Drops shed from

melting hailstones are confined to the left portion of the

forward-flank precipitation shield, which is overlapped

with rain originating frommelting ice. At low levels, rain

generated by warm processes is confined to the rear of

the storm, formed mainly in transient small-scale up-

drafts along the back edge of the ZH echo. Figure 16

presents a schematic summarizing the dominant source

region of raindrops at low levels in supercells based on

the idealized simulation discussed herein. Aloft, warm-

rain mass dominates in the updraft because cloud

droplets are converted into raindrops due to the large

amounts of condensate found there; supercell updrafts

tend to be protected from the diluting effects of en-

trainment (e.g., Davies-Jones 1974; Lebo et al. 2012).

These raindrops are subsequently lofted and

eventually freeze.

Frequency distributions indicate that raindrops origi-

nating fromwarm-rain processes are, on average, smaller

than those generated by shedding and melting, with

melted-rain drops having the largest average mean–mass

diameter Dmr. Analysis of Dmr of each rain category at

low levels reveals patterns attributable to size sorting by

storm-relative winds in different layers. LargeDmr values

along the inflow edge of the forward-flank precipitation

shield arise from size sorting and melting of ice hydro-

meteors, in agreement with Kumjian and Ryzhkov

(2008b) and Dawson et al. (2014).

The appearance of warm rain in the rear of the storm

is consistent with simulations byVanDenBroeke (2014)

and agrees with the suggestions based on polarimetric

radar observations by Kumjian (2011). The largest mass

mixing ratios of warm rain appeared mainly within

downdrafts in the lowest;1 kmAGL. This supports the

intriguing possibility suggested by Kumjian (2011) and

French et al. (2015) that the appearance of warm rain

(manifested as small drops in polarimetric radar data)

could be tied to momentum surges in the rear-flank

downdraft. However, a much larger observational data-

set and additional high-resolution simulations are

needed to verify any relationship between the appear-

ance of warm rain at low levels and RFD behavior and

evolution.

Although the large-scale structure of raindrop sizes is

reproduced in the simulations (including the large drops

along the forward-flank precipitation echo observed as

the ZDR arc), the large heterogeneity in hook echoes

observed in disdrometer and polarimetric radar obser-

vations is not. The two-moment framework (with fixed

spectral shape parameter) used herein may be too rigid.

This suggests that a more sophisticated treatment of the

predicted DSD shape are required. For example, three-

moment schemes or two-moment schemes with a di-

agnostic shape parameter (e.g., Milbrandt and Yau

2005a,b; Loftus et al. 2014; Dawson et al. 2014; Van Den

Broeke 2014) that allow for physically based changes in

the shape of the DSD are likely necessary to reproduce

the varied DSD structure in supercell hook echoes.
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